Government of India  
Ministry of Communications  
Department of Telecommunications  
(ACCESS SERVICES WING)  
20, Ashoka Road, Sanchar Bhawan, New Delhi-01

File No: 800-21/2015-AS.II  
Dated: 20.04.2017

CORRIGENDUM

To

All CMTS/UAS/UL (having Access Service Authorization) Licensee(s)

Subject: Reallocation of deactivated/disconnected cellular mobile telephone connection of a subscriber- regarding

In partial modification of this office letter of even number dated 13.04.2017 (copy enclosed), the words “60 (sixty) days” shall be read as “90 (Ninety) days”. The other content of the letter dated 13.04.2017 shall remain unchanged.

Copy to:

1. Secretary, TRAI, New Delhi.
2. Sr. DDG (TERM), DoT.
3. CMD, NPCI, Mumbai.
4. Director (AS-I)/ Director (AS-III)/ Director (AS-IV)/ Director (AS-V).
5. COAI/AUSPI.

(Prashant Verma)
ADG (AS-II)
Government of India  
Ministry of Communications  
Department of Telecommunications  
(Access Services Wing)  
20, Ashoka Road, Sanchar Bhawan, New Delhi-01


To

All CMTS/UAS/UL (having Access Service Authorization) Licensee(s)

Subject: Re-allocation of deactivated/disconnected cellular mobile telephone  
connection of a subscriber- regarding

In reference to above mentioned subject, the undersigned is directed to convey  
the decision of Competent Authority that the cellular mobile telephone connection of  
a subscriber deactivated for non-usage/disconnected on the request of subscriber,  
shall not be allocated to any other subscriber till the expiry of a minimum period of 60  
(sixty) days or such longer period, as may be specified by the Licensee, from the date  
of deactivation/disconnection.

2. The other rules/regulations as prescribed by the Licensor/TRAI on this subject  
matter shall remain unchanged.

Copy to:

1. Secretary, TRAI, New Delhi.
2. Sr. DDG (TERM), DoT.
3. CMD, NPCI, Mumbai.
4. Director (AS-I)/ Director (AS-III)/ Director (AS-IV)/ Director (AS-V).
5. COAI/AUSPI.

(Prashant Verma)  
ADG (AS-II)